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in the World!
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Princess Odette is The Princess
Parents Love for their Daughters
The Swan Princess Legacy:
• The Swan Princess was the #1 selling video in the United States upon its original
release in 1994.
• Millions of people have grown up watching the sweet Princess Odette, and a new
generation is enjoying her continuing adventures.
• These fans can sing, by heart, many of the fantastic songs from the series,
including the Golden Globe nominated song of love lasting
“Far Longer Than Forever.”
• Distribution in over 109 countries.
• Rated the #1 non-Disney animated film of the 80’s & 90’s.
• Swan Princess 6 “Princess Tomorrow, Pirate Today!”
released in 2016 & Swan Princess 7 “Royally Undercover”
released in 2017 by Sony Pictures Worldwide.

®

“It’s got everything, beautiful dasmel-in-distress, the daring prince,
the villian, and the funny sidekicks.”

The Swan Princess brand is a proven winner for merchandise,

whether you wear it, save it,
play with it, collect it, use it or
teach with it.
®

“A great addition to the princess movies. My daughter loves
the songs and still sings it while playing.”

The Swan Princess is ranked as the #1
Non-Disney animated film of the 80’s & 90’s.
#1 - The Swan Princess (1994, Nest Family Entertainment/Rich
Animation Studios)
“From Odette’s tomboy antics in the opening song, to John Cleese’s
turn as a drawlingly French frog (who wrongly assumes he’s just a kiss
from princehood), to the bonkers Drop Dead Gorgeous-style themed
princess costumes during the dance number at the final ball - there is
not a single thing wrong with this movie. Far longer than forever, it will
be my favorite.”
		Bustle.com - News/Entertainment/Fashion & Beauty/Lifestyle

®

“It has some very funny scenes and lines. The two scenes that stand out for me
is when the Prince is practicing his marksmanship with painted arrows and the
targets are musicians dressed up as animals.”

A Proven Princess Franchise for over 20 years
The Swan Princess 1994 - Theatrical release in US & Europe

The Swan Princess - Escape from Castle Mountain
1997 - Theatrical release in US

The Swan Princess - The Mystery of the Enchanted Kingdom
1998 - Theatrical release in US
2004 - The Swan Princess Trilogy (first 3 films) DVD release in Europe

The Swan Princess Christmas
            2012 - Home DVD video release worldwide

The Swan Princess - A Royal Family Tale
         2014 - Home DVD/Blu-Ray release worldwide

The Swan Princess 6 - Princess Tomorrow,
fall of 2016
Pirate today!
The Swan Princess 7 - Royally Undercover
     2017 - Home DVD/Blu-Ray release worldwide
®

“I have ALWAYS loved this movie. I just barely watched it over again (because now I’m
in high-school and I hadn’t watched it in a long time), and I still love it!”

Global
Reach
The Swan
Princess was the
#1 selling video in
the United States
upon its original
release and with
its sequels has sold
millions of DVD’s
globally which
are distributed
by SONY Pictures
Worldwide.  

®

“I found The Swan Princess to be a satisfying and re-watchable movie.”

Viewed in Theaters, on DVD, Pay-per-view, Cable,
On-demand and Broadcast by hundreds of
millions of loyal fans in over 109 countries.

Sony
Entertainment
has distributed  
these films
throughout the
world.

®

“Rodgers remains my favorite character of the movie. I love his sarcastic humor- “You
should write a book; How to offend women in 5 syllables or less.” Come on- that’s hilarious!”

The Swan Princess is acclaimed
by the critics and families.
“...an auspicious debut of Rich Animation. The Swan Princess
is vigorous, graceful and gorgeous...and a lot of fun.”
Dennis Michael, CNN Showbiz Today

“The Swan Princess is absolutely enchanting! Parents and
Children will adore it.”
Jeffrey Lyons, Sneak Previews/ABC World News Now

“Best non-Disney animated film of
recent years!”
Michael Medved, Sneak Previews

“The Swan Princess is a winner!”
Jeff Craig, Sixty Second Preview

®

“This film has it all- romance, humour, magic, action, brilliant animation
and a moral story where good triumphs over evil.”

The Swan Princess wins
critical acclaim!
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(4 Stars) It finally happened, someone besides
Disney made an animated movie that would have
impressed the late Walt Disney himself.”
Ann Roberts, Parental Discretion/Dallas Child

“The Swan Princess is outstanding animation with
glorious color. An exciting adventure classic for the
entire family.”
Elayne Blythe, President, Film Advisory Board
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“I just think that there’s something in the Swan Princess for every age
(though keep in mind that I can only attest to 15).”

Nostalgia: Top Talent Brought the Characters to Life!

John Cleese

Steven Wright

Michelle Nicastro

Jack Palance

Howard McGillin

®

“It’s got a great vocal cast, and the animation is really pretty good.”

Great talent has kept The Swan Princess
Franchise growing over the decades.

Vassal Benford Composer

Lex de Azevedo Composer
J Bateman - Composer

Seldon Young - Producer

®

Richard Rich Producer/Director
Jared Brown - Producer

“This has a great plot, some very good musical numbers.
And the prince and princess are good role models.”

The Swan Princess Music Magic

Charice Pempengco
Summer Eguchi

Liz Callaway

Original Motion

Picture Soundt

rack

®

Anna Graceman
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Partners All Rights
Reserved
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Jennifer Jordan Frogley
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I love the song ‘This Is My Idea,’ Odette and Derek grow up together and it’s quite funny when
they come to the “This isn’t my idea.. of fun” since it usually concludes humorous scenes.

A Loyal Fan Base
Millions of people have
grown up watching the
sweet Princess Odette,
and a new generation is
enjoying her continuing
adventures.  
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The songs “Etern
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this
movie 10 out of
10, it was
EXCELLENT!!!

I have the VHS for this
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on TV.
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It’s a movie that every girl would enjoy seeing at least once.

The Princess Fantasy Propels
a Multi-Billion Dollar Industry
   Little Girls have always loved the fantasy in fairy tales
    with princesses in castles and princes on white horses.
       Whether they dress up like princesses, play with princess
        themed toys, decorate their rooms with princess art,
         sheets and accessories, the princess life is enchanting.
          Whether they learn compassion, bravery,
resourcefullness or many more pure virtues,
     growing up in a world of enchantment, girls learn
     positive messages in a memorable way.

®

“I still love them to this day when I am 15. This movie tells the timeless tale of two
lovers who are drawn apart by one shallow prince who eventually learns that
there is more to love than looks and beauty.”

Parents are an
Important Part of
the Princess Fantasy
What’s great about princess fantasies is
that parents can be proud of their little girl
who emulates the qualities of independence,
sensitivity, love and virtue.

®

“Derek saves the day and finally learns the movie’s apparent lesson-that beauty is not all there is in matters of love or anything else.”

A Strong and Growing Cast of Engaging Characters

®

“The animal-trio are hilarious especially Jean-Bob and Speed.”

Swan Princess 6 - Cast of Characters

®

“I agree with those who say that the sidekicks are the best; but Derek’s
sidekicks are just as amusing as Odette’s.”

Swan Princess 7 - Cast of Characters

®

“It’s fun to get to know the new villians and see how the characters we
know and love rise to the occasion to fight for good.”

Swan Princess 6 - An Exciting Oceanic Adventure

®

“I still laugh when Brodie tells the queen they’re going to ‘Fling her’
and she’s more worried about her hair than her eminent doom”

Swan Princess 6 - New Lands and Living Spaces

®

“The music, the color, the animation all found in The Swan Princess,
makes for a totally enjoyable experience”

Swan Princess 6 - Princess Bootcamp

®

“And you will learn all the Royal Etiquette.”

Swan Princess 6 - Princess Tomorrow, Pirate Today!

®

“Adventure begins with a daring escape!”

®

“Spies engaged in Her Majesty’s Secret Service”

Swan Princess 7 - Mystery and delight of new lands.

®

Proven Merchandising Opportunity

®

“I’d always enjoyed it before, so I decided to watch it again - it still holds up.”

The Swan Princess Apps

®

Colabrative Efforts and Licenses

HueVee

®

The Swan Princess offers a license for one of
the most beloved Princesses in the world.
The princess market is a very lucrative market!
All of the characters, the music and the beautiful story-arc of The Swan
Princess Series, allow for beautiful and endless themes of articles that can
be worn, played with, saved, collected and even used in the little girl’s dayto-day life as she builds upon her own fantasy Princess story.

Contact Information:

Ita Golzman - 212-380-8196
itahgolzman@ gmail.com

Mary Mueller - 310-387-7722
mary.m.mueller@gmail.com

Laura Young - 801-540-1885
odette123@aol.com

Seldon Young - 801-540-1000
syoung@nestvillage.com

www.mySwanPrincess.com
®

“A total classic love story where the two “lovers” are separated
and the Prince has to find the Princess.”

